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FHIR+ OMOP WG 2024 Purpose

To facilitate the collaboration between OHDSI and HL7 agreed by both parties in 2021. The work group will develop and validate standard transformation specifications and canonical maps between data conformant to FHIR to OMOP CDM, and from OMOP CDM to FHIR.
FHIR + OMOP 2024 Objectives

- Complete a draft specification transforming FHIR to OMOP v5.4 for core EMR data elements as a joint effort with the Vulcan accelerator FHIR to OMOP project.

- Convene or participate in at least one Hack- / Transform-athon meeting(s) to validate and improve generated specifications.

- Co-develop SDoH section of FHIR to OMOP Implementation Guide with Health Equity WG focused on
  - Gender Harmony
  - Occupational Data for Health: Industry & Occupation
Join Us!

OHDSI OMOP + FHIR WG / Vulcan FHIR-to-OMOP Project Joint Meeting
Weekly on Wednesdays 3p (EASTERN US)

Zoom Link

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87666493433?pwd=TzMyWncyRVYxSVNsT29WMXVUZEs3QT09

Meeting ID: 876 6649 3433
Passcode: 8675309

Meeting Minutes on Confluence